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Our starting point :

Management strategies, hierarchies & decision-making 

extend across borders… 

…so information and consultation 

must extend across borders too! 

However, our ability to cope is patchy: 

● Erosion of workers‘ rights and collective bargaining 

● Inadequate transposition or implementation of EU laws

● Lack of awareness about parallels and interlinkages

● Rights are not used!  
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Remember that I&C rights are analogous 

across the Union 

At local, national, and European levels, 

Workers‘ representatives have the right to be 

informed

consulted

and under certain circumstances 

to negotiate about 

The impact of the introduction of new 
technology 
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Information and consultation and digitalisation

Especially where that new technology 

● can be expected to be disruptive and 

● where that technology will be or could be used to 
monitor employee’s performance and behaviour

● Where there are health and safety implications 
(don‘t forget: psychosocial risk) 

Information and Consultation basics: 

● in good time, 

● with the appropriate level of management, 

● and all the information that is needed to engage 
meaningfully. 4 15 March 2018 ahoffmann@etui.org



We must get better 
at using and combining rights 

● In day to day exercise and in acute situations of change

● Continuously, intelligently, strategically, solidaristically

● We must combine strategies and approaches across 
borders

● We must build Europe from below. 

But how can we do it in practice? 

In the real world, in adverse circumstances?
5
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National levels: 

information, consultation, negotiation  via local workplace 

representation and national company level-representation 

and/or trade unions

European level: 

Cross-border information, 

consultation

via EWC, SE-WC
Board

(national)

Board

(European)

National and/or European level:

Information and monitoring via board-

level employee representation

Transnational collective 

agreements

at company level (?)

Local/national collective agreements

Multi-level actors, institutions and processes
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Individual 

employment 

law 

Company law

Collective 

labour law 

Health and 

safety 

protection 

legislation 

Workers 
Participation rights 

are contained in 

The EU Acquis: the great equaliser? 



Worker rights in various EU directives
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I&C rights are analogous across the Union 

At local, national, and European levels, 

there are general I&C rights, 

to be exercised both regularly and ad hoc

● Information 

● on the company activities and economic situation;

● details of the employment situation, especially if jobs are at risk;

● management plans to deal with job losses or to changes work 
organisation or contractual relations.

● The company must pass on information early enough and in a way that 
enables employees’ reps to study the data and prepare their case.

● Consultation

● with the appropriate level of management, in good time

● Workers’ reps must be able to meet with employers, get a response to 
their questions and opinions, and receive an explanation of company 
thinking

9



Then there are also specific, issue-based I&C rights

● Temporary Agency Work

● On the use of temporary agency workers, as part of the 
information they get from management about the 
employment situation in the company (At nat’l and EWC 
level)

● Fixed-term work

● appropriate information about the use of fixed-term labour 
in the company. 

● Part-time work

● about part-time working in the company, and up-to-date 
information about the availability of part-time and full-time 
positions.
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EU Employment law:

● Transfer of Undertakings Directive 

● Collective Redundancies Directive
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Transfer of Undertakings aka Acquired Rights Directive

● when businesses or parts of businesses are being 
transferred to new owners. 

● Clear responsibilities: 

● Employers, whether or not they or a controlling company 
took the decision, must inform own workers’ reps in good 
time, and in any event before staff employment or conditions 
of work are directly affected. 

● Both companies involved in the transfer must tell the 
representatives of workers affected by the move:

● the date or proposed date of transfer, the reasons, and the 
legal, economic and social implications for employees.

● The companies must also consult workers’ reps in good 
time about any plans they have for the future of the 
workforce, with the aim of getting their agreement. 
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Collective Redundancies Directive 

● Obligation to launch consultations with workers’ reps, 
with the aim of reaching an agreement, about avoiding 
redundancies, reducing the number of workers affected, 
and mitigating the consequences 

● Right to all the relevant information, in writing, the 
reasons, the number of workers normally employed and to 
be made redundant, and the time scale. Often the right to 
support from external experts 

● Involvement of public authorities and checks by 
workers’ reps 

● Employers must also forward these details in writing to the 
competent public authority, plus details of consultations with 
workers. Workers’ reps should get a copy of this notification 
and be able to submit comments to the authority. 13



EU Company Law

Guess what? Workers are stakeholders too!

● Takeover Bids Directive 

● Cross-border mergers 

● in Discussion: company m0bility 

Package  -- eek! 

● Cross-border Divisions

● Cross-border Seat transfers

14



Takeover Bids Directive

● Workers of both companies have rights  

● Useful information obligations: 

● To me given  to workers’ representatives: 

● The bidding company’s offer document, detailing the impact on 
jobs, conditions of employment and the companies’ locations. 

● The company subject to the takeover’s opinion of the bid and its 
effect on employment and the future of the company.

● If workers’ reps draw up their own opinion, that must be 
appended to the official document (a bargaining chip?)

● Companies must also publish information on existing 
agreements covering compensation for staff who are made 
redundant 



● ICP rights: as laid down in national and European law

● Right to be heard in Merger Control Proceedings

● Specific process: Official merger plan 

● legal and economic aspects of the merger and its implications for 
employees.

● Workers get the merger Plan at least a month before the general 
meetings at which merger is to be approved.

● Plan must include impact on workers’ board-.level participation 
where relevant

● Workers’ opinion can be included as attachment to the 
Report/Merger plan 

● Outcome:  Depending on arrangements in place in merging 

companies, outcome of the Cross-Border merger may be the 
internationalisation of board-level employee mandates. 

Cross-border mergers



Role of EWC

● Over 1100 EWCs and SE-WCs currently active 

● Of which ca 100 in food, hotel, catering, agriculture

● As a bridge: EWC picks up where the national level 

reaches its limits : 

● In terms of content 

● In terms of the competence and authority of management 
interlocutors 

● Transnationality is about hierarchy, not geography

● EWC serves to:

● collectively represent the international workforce in I&C

● enhance and strengthen the role of local representatives and 
trade unions 

17



Here, we

need to

employer to

engage with

us Framework agreement
with trade unions: (no

legal framework
available, need to

agree binding
implementation at the

national level

18
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• develop shared strategies, to be implemented locally 

• Agree (national) strategies,  define „red lines“ 

• receive comprehensive information from 
management and only act at site or national 
level. 

• Mutual information in the EWC 

What can we do 
in the EWC & SE-WC?  

• pursue a joint cross-border approach to 
shared issues

Information and
Consultation at the

European level

§

We don‘t even

need the employer

for this – it‘s in our

hands“!



…let‘s take a closer look at 

Health and Safety protection legislation

…where we have strong, pervasive rights, 

And well-established, well-resourced actors 

that are too often ignored!
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I&C in health and safety : General

● Any measures substantially affecting health and safety, 
and on the organisation of workers’ H&S training.

● they must be consulted in good time;

● they must be able to make proposals;

● they must be able to participate, in line with national 
laws and practices.

● the right to ask employers to draw up and implement 
plans  for mitigating or removing hazards at work. 

● submit comments when authorities carry out 
inspections.

● adequate time off, without loss of pay, and the 
resources they need 

● Approach: Cycle of continuous improvement

●20



Specific Health and Safety Rights

● In addition to general H&S participation rights, EU law 
requires additional information, consultation and 
participation for vulnerable workers or those in jobs that 
carry extra risks. 

● Extra risks posed by 

● Heavy loads, work-related stress, harassment and violence at 
work, display screens, carcinogens, biological agents, 
chemicals, mechanical vibration, noise, electromagnetic 
fields, and artificial optical radiation (e.g., ultraviolet, 
infrared and laser beams)

● Specific risks posed for vulnerable workers

● Building workers, pregnant and breast-feeding workers,  
mining and drilling workers, fishing workers

21



H&S Process Rights; information, consultation, 

participation (ICP)● ICP rights apply to minimum safety and health 
requirements for the use of work equipment and personal 
protective equipment

● H&S reps have access to all the information they need

● including risk assessments, preventive measures and reports 
from inspection and health and safety agencies. 

● Employer must inform workers’ reps about any incident, 
what caused it, and how they are dealing with the situation

● Access to generalised lists about exposures and risks

They must know the steps taken to reduce or eliminate these 
risks, so that they can check that safety procedures are being 
applied, particularly when changes occur at the workplace.
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Conclusion 

Seek opportunities to combine rights strategically: 

● Know your EWCs, USE your EWCs

● Restructuring, use and combine analogous rights stemming from 

○ employment law

○ company law 

● Company policy standardisation

● Digitalisation (introduction of new technology)

● Health and Safety protection 

● Chance to: 

● Pool strengths, Compensate for weaknesses

● Transfer successes gained by national law and strengths

● Demonstrate to members that Europe can work FOR them. 

23



Linking the European and the national level

SE WC

EWC
SC

central mgtlocal mgt

National-level

workplace 

representatives

local

staff

national

unions

European

trade union

federations

supervisory

board

Board-level

representatives



BREAK Q&A and discussion

● Discussion questions still to be developed…
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THE CHALLENGE OF 

DIGITALISATION? 

So how could better linkages in 

workers‘ participation help meet

26



Using and combinig

Workers‘ participation

(information, consultation, negotiation) 

● In addressing the impact of digitalisation 

● On job content

● On employment

● On skills adaptation

● On employee data protection

● rise of unfair/intransparent monitoring 
of employee behaviour and performance

● The transparent employee? 
27 15 March 2018 ahoffmann@etui.org



Um…what are we actually talking about?

• Equipment: 
• Hand-held mobile devices, smart machines, 

cameras, Bring Your Own Devices rules, 

• Monitoring: 
• Screenshots, the temptations of big data , GPS 

localisation 

• HR Management tools: 
• Online platforms, for recruiting, project 

management, supervision, evaluation, working 
time, holiday, etc. 

•Compliance:  
• (external) regulatory authorities may seize 

equipment
• Workers must comply with transparency rules
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National levels: 

information, consultation, negotiation  via local workplace 

representation and national company level-representation 

and/or trade unions

European level: 

Cross-border information, 

consultation

via EWC, SE-WC
Board

(national)

Board

(European)

National and/or European level:

Information and monitoring via board-

level employee representation

Transnational collective 

agreements

at company level (?)

Local/national collective agreements

Multi-level actors, institutions and processes
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Legal sources of influence 

• in EWC & SE legislation

• In EWC and SE-WC agreements

• In national I&C law



EWC & SE Directive: SUBSIDIARY REQUIREMENTS

● EWC Directive (Annex)

● […] The information and consultation of the 
European Works Council shall relate in 
particular to […] substantial changes 
concerning organisation, introduction of 
new working methods or production 
processes […] 

● SE Directive Annex : Standard rules, Part 2, b 

(…) The meeting shall relate in particular to the […] 
introduction of new working methods or 
production processes […].

15 March 2018 ahoffmann@etui.org31
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National level legislation on Information 

and Consultation on the introduction of 

new technology

General I&C

• where actors present and request it 

• very general provisions, nothing known 
or mentioned on surveillance potential 

○UK

○Ireland

○Romania

○Cyprus

○Croatia

○Poland
33 15 March 2018 ahoffmann@etui.org



Information and Consultation on new technology 

-- some specificity

● Spain

● I&C general, Employee reps can issue own report on  
surveillance, H&S aspects covered. 

● Portugal:

● I&C general, nothing specific except that behaviour may 
not be monitored except for H&S 

● Norway:

● statutory I&C not used much, but elaborate rights in 
national collective agreement  

● Finland:

● regular and comprehensive information and 
consultation (more I than C) 

● Very important role of Data Protection Ombudsman
34 15 March 2018 ahoffmann@etui.org



Information and Consultation on new 

technology -- some specificity
● France: 

● More I than C, mostly on  impact on jobs or health and 
safety aspects

● Latvia: 

● I&C on impact of new tech on jobs, working conditions 
and salary

● Italy

● on monitoring; information only: 

● Since 2015 employers have all freedom to use tech and 
data to measure performance and behaviour. Before 
2015, employees had strong rights! 

15 March 2018 ahoffmann@etui.org35



Information and Consultation on new technology: 

enhanced rights if it can be used to monitor behaviour 

and/or performance

● Germany, Greece, Belgium, Austria

● I&C plus negotiation if technology *could* be used to 
monitor behaviour and/or performance 

● Hungary:

● I&C plus collective agreement possible (but none known) 

● Switzerland: 

● I&C, and possibility in sectoral collective agreements 
arrangements about data protection, use of data) 

15 March 2018 ahoffmann@etui.org36



To bear in mind

● I&C rights are seen to be applicable to the 
introduction of new technology, if not practiced 
everywhere 

● Differentiation of rights, depending on whether 
new tech is designed to or simply COULD BE used 
to monitor performance and behaviour 

15 March 2018 ahoffmann@etui.org37



SOME EXAMPLES….

38
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Example: Bring Your Own Device (Allianz)

● Workers required / encouraged (?) to bring own 
smartphone or tablet

● Company loads app for transactions

● Worker must agree to app‘s requirements

● GPS positioning is included

● Sms (text messaging)  forbidden by regulator, 
hence disabled on devices. 

● Regulatory authority may confiscate phone for 
investigation. 
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Company car  -- with a hitch  (BAT)

● Company cars automatically generates e-logbook

● for travel and tax purposes

● Monitors fuel consumption, engine performance

● Constant GPS localisation

● External provider manages data, acc to law and contract w/ 
company

1st introduced in CZ, where it was regulated that: 

● Kilometers are recorded „but not monitored“ 

● If a route is registered as a private drive, 

○ Vehicle not traceable on a map

○ Only number of KM travelled, but no information about 
the movement in any statistics

● „Private“ km and 1% of car value are non-financial benefit 
subject to taxes and social and health insurance 
contributions 

40 15 March 2018 ahoffmann@etui.org



“Workday : the Enterprise Cloud for HCM and Finance” 

HRM in the Cloud  (Amcor) 



HRM in the Cloud “Workday”  (Amcor)

● HRM package: 

● Company structure: Comprehensive mapping of positions 
and reporting lines

● Employee data: standardised detailed documentation and 
reporting (demographics, skills, pay)  

● Time tracking: Initially only to be for absence  (20 types of 
absence) 

● Talent management (recruiting platform)

● Key features: 
● The system is only leased

● All data is in the cloud 

● Service provider runs system in exernal server 

● Internet access and browser are the“ only“ prerequisites 
42

Be aware of

the risks…
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HRM in the Cloud “Workday”  (Amcor)

● I&C in Amcor EWC:

● Management informs that Workday to be implemented 
globally : 300 sites of which 50 in EWC

● Phase 1: Pilot (March 2015)

○ in Asia and North America

○ in Europe CH and BE and some CEE countries

● Phase 2: 

○ October 2015: DE and FR and probably rest of EU

● EWC approach: 

● I&C in EWC

● parallel coordination and exchange between countries 
about how they´re dealing with this43 15 March 2018 ahoffmann@etui.org



HRM in the Cloud : What’s to be regulated? 
“Workday”  (Amcor)
● No personnel data exported outside reach of law, 

● e.g., to USA

● Information rights: Management must be obliged to 
report country by country about

● implementation of data protection law 

● role of WP and protection of employee data

● Risk: in-built dynamism of system/automatic updates via 
cloud

○ Must know when update makes new analyses possible 
& thus ensure WP whenever impacted! 
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HRM in the Cloud : What’s to be regulated? 
“Workday”  (Amcor)Use of data must be regulated site/country by country 
with works councils/ Trade unions 

● Who has access to what data? (including employee)

● How detailed is the regular and ad-hoc reporting and who 
has the right to generate reports? 

○ Establish basic rules, e.g., no individual, identifiable 
reporting

● Recruitment platforms, evaluation platforms need 
specific protection 

● Compliance: Workers‘ reps must have the right to see:

○ how data protection is regulated in the contract with 
the provider

○ how national law is implemented

○ Approval of official data protection authority 45 15 March 2018 ahoffmann@etui.org



Mobile home care workers 

● Company  app 

● to allocate and manage scheduling  home care 

● GPS:  Direction and tracking  

● Risk:

● excessive monitoring, less autonomy and  discretion of worker. 

● Strict scheduling, mapping of times and routes to be taken

● To be regulated: 

● How much discretion in allocating visiting times and choosing 
routes 

● Breaks: rights to disconnect, to be where one wants

● Analogous situation for sales forces, maintenance workers 
etc

● Some first experiences in Uberisation: 

● On-demand home care 
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Discussion

● Discussion questions still to be developed…
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Thank you for your attention and 

feedbackl! 

Aline Hoffmann

European Trade Union Institute 

www.etui.org

ahoffmann@etui.org



ETUI RESOURCES FOR 

TRANSNATIONAL WORKERS‘ 

PARTICIPATION 

Annex 1: For reference
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the ETUI

Internet resources www.ewcdb.eu
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the ETUI

Internet resources                www.worker-participation.eu
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the ETUI

Internet resources                                 www.labourline.org
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the ETUI

Internet resources                                www.ewctraining.eu



want to find out more?

www.etuc.org

www.etui.org

www.ewcdb.eu

www.labourline.org

www.ewctraining.eu

www.worker-participation.eu
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the ETUC & the ETUI

http://www.etuc.org/
http://www.etui.org/
http://www.ewcdb.eu/
http://www.labourline.org/
http://www.ewctraining.eu/
http://www.worker-participation.eu/


DATA ON DIGITALISATION IN 

EWC AGREEMENTS 

Annex 2: For reference

:

55
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EWC & SE Directive: SUBSIDIARY REQUIREMENTS
● EWC Directive

● 1. (a) The competence of the European Works Council shall be 
determined in accordance with Article 1(3).

● […] The information and consultation of the European Works 
Council shall relate in particular to […] substantial changes 
concerning organisation, introduction of new working methods 
or production processes […] 

● The consultation shall be conducted in such a way that the 
employees’ representatives can meet with the central management 
and obtain a response, and the reasons for that response, to any 
opinion they might express

● SE Directive Annex : Standard rules, Part 2, b 

(…) The meeting shall relate in particular to the […] 
introduction of new working methods or production 
processes […].
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In EWC agreements by sector
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Over time
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By country
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By type of agreement
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I&C in health and safety : General

● Any measures substantially affecting health and safety, 
and on the organisation of workers’ H&S training.

● they must be consulted in good time;

● they must be able to make proposals;

● they must be able to participate, in line with national 
laws and practices.

● the right to ask employers to draw up and implement 
plans  for mitigating or removing hazards at work. 

● submit comments when authorities carry out 
inspections.

● adequate time off, without loss of pay, and the 
resources they need 

● Approach: Cycle of continuous improvement
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H&S Process Rights; information, consultation, 

participation (ICP)● ICP rights apply to minimum safety and health 
requirements for the use of work equipment and personal 
protective equipment

● H&S reps have access to all the information they need

● including risk assessments, preventive measures and reports 
from inspection and health and safety agencies. 

● Employer must inform workers’ reps about any incident, 
what caused it, and how they are dealing with the situation

● Access to generalised lists about exposures and risks

They must know the steps taken to reduce or eliminate these 
risks, so that they can check that safety procedures are being 
applied, particularly when changes occur at the workplace.
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